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Book ReviewsJoseph E. Brenner, Logi in Reality, Springer, 2008, ISBN 978-1-4020-8374-7, XXII, 362 pp., hardover, US$174.57.Has logi anything to do with reality? This is probably the most often askedquestion by the �rst year philosophy students. Joseph Brenner in his booktries not only to give an a�rmative answer to this question but also o�ershis own approah to logi, an approah that is supposed to �t reality in themost appropriate way. To aomplish this he starts with reality itself. Heexamines the relationships between the three disiplines that in his opinionare onerned with the desription of reality: ontology, metaphysis, andlogi.For Brenner, reality operates aording to the priniple of hange (basedon the dynami opposition and ontradition) whih he onsiders a logialpriniple. This attitude subsribes to the dialetial point of view representedby a strong group of logiians (Graham Priest among them) whose philosophyrests on the belief in true ontraditions. But Brenner goes even further.For him �The real world is only possible beause it is onditionally logiallyontraditory, that is, partly inonsistent [. . . ℄. A world that is totally non-ontraditory is an abstrat entity� (p. 134).This large volume (362 pages of small print) onsists of introdution,eight hapters, onlusion, and two appendies. First, Brenner introdueshis logi of-and-in reality (LIR) as a non-propositional alulus together withits ontology. His objetive is to use them in order to provide some importantinsights into aspets of reality, in partiular to de�ne the basis and strutureof a relation between reality and appearane. Then, he goes on to surveya vast number of existing theories, trying to �nd a way to support their© 2008 by Niolaus Copernius University ISSN: 1425-3305
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284 Book Reviewsinsights and intuitions or to refute them, looking at the matter from theLIR's viewpoint.The range of subjets, areas, and notions that Brenner deals with istremendous: most of the non-lassial logis, truth theory, energy, mathe-matial physis, quantum theory, mereology, set theory, gestalt theory, atas-trophe theory, probability, di�erential alulus, ontinuum hypothesis, statis-tis, laws of nature, philosophy of mind, time, spae, relativity theory, os-mology, evolution, thermodynamis, and ybernetis. A reader of those partsof this book may feel helpless, and overwhelmed. Espeially while readingthose setions and paragraphs that are paked with statements of what LIRan do in all those areas, and do not allow spae for a thorough justi�ation.As for the �logial� part of the book, one must say that it leaves thereader far from being satis�ed. The formal part of the system of LIR ispresented in more desriptive than analytial way, so that the reader missesthe opportunity to experiene how it atually works. Besides, the formalismintrodued in Chapter 2 is never seriously used in the hapters that follow.(I have a strong impression that the book ould do perfetly well withoutChapter 2) For this reason it is not a book on logi but a book on philosophywith logi as one of the key words in it.This book should not be treated as a omplete piee of work. It is an in-vitation to a wider disussion rather than a onlusion of a disussion. Thisis an attempt rather than a solution. Many of the theses presented thereare either ontroversial (�[. . . ℄ the limitations of logi to linguisti onepts,whih do not and in fat annot apply to real entities, should be removed�(sp. XVIII)) or too general (�[. . . ℄ dualities that are ontologial prediates ofLIR [. . . ℄ all haraterize or are inherent in energy, in all its forms� (p. 99)).As suh they require ompetent responses from the ommunity of philoso-phers who work in this �eld. Some of the responses might be devastating,but those should be welomed by Joseph Brenner, sine they belong to theLIR's ategory of dynami opposition�onsidered by him the most impor-tant formal ategory.Summing things up, Logi in Reality is a book that ontains an abundaneof information, hard to assimilate by an unprepared reader. It is a hallengingread.Roman TuziakKatedra Logiki i Metodologii NaukUniwersytet Wroªawski, Wroªaw, Polandrtuziak�uni.wro.pl


